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Sorry!Sorry!
My English is very poor.

I would like to give 

my talk by Japanese.

I prepared my slides 

by English.

If you cannot understand

my Japanese, then, please

read my slides.  If you have a question, 

you may ask by English.  
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1.   What is family Gauge Boson?1.   What is family Gauge Boson?
At present, we know the following quarks and leptons

Quarks 

Leptons 
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We know SU(3)We know SU(3)cc x SU(2)x SU(2)LL x U(1)x U(1)YY symmetriessymmetries

SU(2)L doublet              3 gauge bosons W+, W-, Z0

SU(3)color triplet           8 gauge bosons (gluons)
Y is defined by
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Why not consider "family gauge symmetry"!Why not consider "family gauge symmetry"!

SU(2)L doublet               3 gauge bosons W+, W-, Z0

SU(3)color triplet           8 gauge bosons (gluons)
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Why family gauge bosons?Why family gauge bosons?

Why do we consider family gauge bosons ?

(i)  If the family gauge bosons (FGBs) are absent, 
the CKM mixing                       is observable in SM, 
while the quark mixing matrices Uu and Ud are 
not observable!

I think that a theory which  includes  such 
unobservable quantities is  incomplete. 

(ii) FGBs are only gauge bosons which can 
interact  not only to L but also R, so that we 
can easily see whether  is Majorana or Dirac. 

The idea of family symmetry is most natural and 
minimal extension of the SM.
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If FGBs exist, we If FGBs exist, we can expect          
abundant new physics

Why not investigate 
such a family gage 
boson model?

-e conversion

Rare decays with LFV 
but 

Deviations from 
e-- universality

Direct search
for the lightest 
FGB at LHC
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According to Sumino, we 
consider U(3) family gauge 
symmetry [not SU(3) ], 
so that the number of family 
gauge bosons is 9 [not 8]
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2.  Why so far we have not 2.  Why so far we have not 
paid attention to FGBspaid attention to FGBs

The FGBs concerned 

have to be, at least, 
larger than 105 TeV.

Usually, 

even if FGBs exist,

the scale is

understood as 

1014-16 GeV.

The most severe constraint on the FGB 
masses comes from the observed                  .
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Therefore, the idea of FGB was one which can 
never been confirmed by terrestrial experiments.
In general, Japanese physicists love such a  

fanciful and dreamy "theory"

Believe me!
Believe me! 

Never confirm me!
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3.  Sumino's FGB model3.  Sumino's FGB model
3.1 His motivation

YK, Lett.Nuov.Cim 34, 201 (1982); Phys.Lett. B 120, 161 (1983)

Pole masses: 

Running masses:

Why the formula is satisfied by pole masses 

but, it is not so by running masses?

On 2009, Sumino asserted that we need FGBs 

for the sake of solving  this problem.
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SuminoSumino’’s cancellation mechanisms cancellation mechanism

Origin of the deviation

Sumino’s idea: If there are FGBs whose masses 
are proportional to mei, then we can remove the 
term           by the additional new contribution

The deviation comes from this part

Note: itself still evolutes．
The cancellation is satisfied only at one-loop level.
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3.2  Digression

The formula is usually known 

as  "Koide's empirical mass formula". 

However, such a naming is displeasing to me.

(i) The formula was proposed in 1982, and ten years after, 

1992, the accurate tau lepton mass was reported by 

ARGUS, BES, and CLEO.

(ii) The formula was derived from a U(3) family symmetry

without seeing the experimental value.

"Empirical formula" is called as one which is well satisfied by 
the observed data and which is derived phenomenologically.
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Koide's empirical formula is very 
mysterious.  The formula is highly satisfied 
by the observed values.

This is not empirical one!
The formula was proposed  on 1982 
prior to the observation of tau mass on 1992. 
Besides, the formula was derived on the basis 
of a U(3) family symmetry model.

The standpoints are different!
They say the formula which is highly satisfied by the data
I say the formula which was derived from a model, and it is 
not important whether the data satisfies the formula or not. 
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However, now, I have understood that

the so-called "Koide's empirical formula" is 

different from one which I have proposed.

What people call "empirical" is a formula which excellently be 
satisfied with the observed pole masses.

On the other hand, my formula was derived 

based on a U(3) family model.  

Note that there is no model without assumptions. 

Such a theoretical formula should be satisfied only 
approximately. 
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3.3  Characteristics of Sumino model
(i)  FGB masses are highly related to the charged lepton masses.

The gauge coupling constant is not free parameter due to the 
cancellation mechanism.  Therefore, predictions from the model

are clearly testable. 

(ii) The FGB mass matrix is diagonal on the basis which the 

charged lepton mass matrix is diagonal.  Therefore, the family

number violating interactions cannot appear in the charged 

lepton sector, at least, on the tree level.  Flavor violation occurs

only in the quark sector through the quark mixing.

(iii) The violation of U(3) family is caused only a scalar (3, 3) of

U(3)xU(3)', i.e. U(3) family is broken only by exchange of two 
This makes the constraint form the observed           

considerably mild. 
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Sumino has speculated that
the scale at which U(3) family is broken is

the order of  104 TeV,
from the renormalization study of the radiative 
correction.  (Too heavy scale is ruled out.)
On the other hand,  we know 

according to Sumino model. 
Therefore, if we suppose n=2, we can expect 
the scale of the lowest FGB mass is 

the order of a few TeV.
Thus, 
our FGBs are visible by terrestrial experiments! 
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4.  Visible FGBs 4.  Visible FGBs 
at LHC and COMETat LHC and COMET

However, it is still hard to obtain a light FGB mass 
with TeV scale even if we adopt Sumino model
because of the observe                       .  

4.1  How to get FGB mass with TeV scale
FGBs which dominantly  contributes to  

Make those FGBs heavy! 

There are two way:
(A) Model with inverted FGB masses

YK and T.Yamashita, PLB 711, 384 (2012)
(B) Model with twisted family number assignment for 

quarks YK, Phys.Lett. B 736, 489 (2014) 
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In order to avoid                      problem, 
it is to consider that the lightest FGB is one 
which couples with b quark.

Mass values constrained by                     and so on.

in unit of
TeV
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4.2  at LHC
Direct production of A1

1 at the LHC
YK, M. Yamanaka, H. Yokoya, Phys.Lett. B 750, 384 (2015)

Case of (B1) ,  (B2) with n=2

No peak in (+-)

for Dirac neutrino

for Majorana neutrino

We can determine 
whether neutrinos are Dirac or Majorana
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4.3 -e conversion

The reaction is caused by A1
2 exchange

The present experimental limit is

SINDRUM (2006)

The COMET experiment will reach a sensitivity 

Rough estimate:

Case (B2) can be visible in COMET, but (B1) is critical.

If we observe 
without observation of 
then it will strongly support our FGB scenario.

A1
2=Ab

s in (B1)
A1

2=Ab
d in (B2)
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5.  Concluding Remarks5.  Concluding Remarks
(i) Sumino FGB model (and its extended versions) is only 

testable model as physics.
(ii) It is likely that flavor physics should be discussed on the 

flavor basis on which charged lepton mass 
matrix is diagonal.

(iii) It is likely that the charged lepton masses play an essential 
role in the flavor physics. 

(iv)  I believe that family gauge bosons certainly exist, 
but I have no conviction whether the mass values  are as 
suggested by the present review or not.  

However, as far as we believe Sumino's analysis
the FGB masses must exist at a visible scale 
which is within our reach.
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Thank you for
your kind
attention

Charged Lepton Mass Relation 
is immortal!
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Backup SlidesBackup Slides

• Sumino model vs. Koide-Yamashita model

• FGB masses in the Sumino model

• Other testable effects due to FGBs
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Sumino model vs. KoideSumino model vs. Koide--Yamashita modelYamashita model

Y.Sumino, PLB671, 477 (2009) vs.   YK and T.Yamashita, PLB 711, 384 (2012)

Sumino Model           K-Y model

not anomaly free      anomaly free
Currents: 

FGB mass: 

Normal mass hierarchy            Inverted mass hierarch
Scalars: A scalar contributes contributes to       ，

to       and                            but       are dominantly
simultaneously contributed by another

scalar 
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Classification of cases investigatedClassification of cases investigated

(i) FGB mass hierarchy:  (A) Inverted?  or  (B)  Normal?

(ii)  Quark family number assignments:  Possible 6 cases
Which  of these 12 cases are desirable ones with TeV scale FGB? 

(A)

(B) 

Note: For the cases (B), we have changed 

the original Sumino currents into those in the K-Y model
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Rare decays

Ishidori et al (2005)

for 

Deviations from the e-- universality

An observation in -decays cannot be observed
because of                 .

In future, a deviation in  decays

may be observed.       


